Money Supply Compilation and Revisions

In the compilation of monetary statistics, the two broad approaches adopted by various countries are:


the institutions-based approach where only monetary liabilities of selected deposit-taking
institutions make up the money supply



the monetary characteristics of instruments approach where instruments that exhibit money-like
characteristics are included in the money supply. The institutions that issue the instruments are
not the defining characteristics of the money supply in this case.
Singapore's monetary aggregates are compiled on an institutions basis. This is also the practice
adopted by the U.K. and Germany. Under this approach, M1 and M2 in Singapore comprise only
liabilities of the banking system, which includes the Board of Commissioners of Currency,
Singapore (BCCS) and commercial banks. In M3, the net deposits of finance companies and,
prior to Nov 98, that of POSBank are added. Hence, the definitions of these monetary aggregates
in Singapore are as follows:
M1 = Currency in Active Circulation
+ Private Sector Demand Deposits with Banks
M2 = M1 + Quasi-money
M3 = M2
+ Net Deposits with Non-bank Financial Institutions (NBFIs)
Following its merger with DBS, POSBank became part of the banking system. Hence, its deposits
are treated like those of other banks and are included in the money supply as part of M1 and
quasi-money.
As a result, POSBank's current account deposits are now included in M1 as demand deposits
while its savings and other deposits become components of quasi-money and, thus, part of M2. In
M3, Net Deposits with NBFIs now comprise only finance companies' deposits less their own
placements of deposits with banks to avoid double-counting.
Another revision to the money supply statistics is the treatment of the net deposits of POSBank in
M3. Prior to Nov 98, POSBank, like other statutory boards, placed part of its cash with MAS as
term deposits. These deposits had been netted off from its gross deposits when compiling M3.
Following its acquisition by DBS in Nov 98, POSBank's term deposits with MAS are now
included as part of money supply in line with the institution-based approach described above. In
order to avoid a break in the data series and facilitate the analysis of monetary trends, we have
revised the historical data back to October 1982 when POSBank first placed such deposits with
MAS.
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